1996 ezgo txt

Can someone point me in the right direction to find the correct service and parts manual for my
96 Ezgo txt dcs cart? I see several threads that keep forwarding back to the same thread by
Ruredy but that only covers the newer txt models. Today BGW. Sponsored Links. Re: EZGO txt
dcs manual. Look in the stickes at the top of this page, second one. Originally Posted by
blarose. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Privacy Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This Website
and forum is the property of Buggiesgonewild. No material may be taken or duplicated in part or
full without prior written consent of the owners of buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User
Name. Remember Me? Golf Cart Pics. Site Sponsors. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Send a
private message to blarose. Find More Posts by blarose. Posts: Posts: 16, Send a private
message to rib Find More Posts by rib Re: EZGO txt dcs manual Quote: Originally Posted by
blarose Can someone point me in the right direction to find the correct service and parts
manual for my 96 Ezgo txt dcs cart? Send a private message to JohnnieB. Find More Posts by
JohnnieB. I love this forum! Similar Threads. Ezgo Charger conversion Post to Pre EZ Go
electric repair manual. A golf cart may flood if the needle is not shutting off the fuel supply. My
advice would be to pull the carburetor and clean it thoroughly and then check out whether the
needle is shutting off properly. You may need to blow slowly to put pressure on the inlet and by
moving the float. Dirt accumulation in the fuel has been seen to be one of the most frequent
causes of flooding in the golf cart. This is because the valve seat may not have sealed correctly
in order to shut off the fuel. Dirt inside your EZGO fuel can cause the the valve to malfunction,
resulting in flooding. Flooding can occur when the fuel level is too high, or jets are too loose. I
found that this happens when choke opens only partially or that fuel is of poor quality. Flooding
may occur when your air filter is dirty. A dirty carburetor is the second most common cause of
golf cart flooding. In my experience, a contaminated fuel tank can also cause leaking problems.
Dirty fuel or a bad fuel filter and generally poor quality of fuel can create problems of flooding.
Power loos can lead to flooding when there is no fuel flowing properly through a faulty fuel
pump. The dirty carburetor can aggravate it further or if the fuel tank or hoses are contaminated.
When air is not regulated, and the system has leaks, then flooding can take place. Even when
the air becomes dirty in the filter or there is air blocked inlet, and throttle linkage has problems,
then flooding may occur. Sometimes, the float bowl may be the culprit causing flooding. The
incorrect position of the float bowl is bound to create a problem sooner or later. A blocked
master jet or master jet air passage can do so too. You may find enough dirt in the fuel that
leaks due to the valve not closing properly. You need to place the valve suitably or install fuel
filters in order to keep the fuel clean. If the problem is with the carburetor, then the float valve
and seat must be cleaned. If there is a great deal of dirt inside, then I suggest that you flush out
the entire fuel and pour in some clean fuel. If you find the valve not working properly, then you
may need to replace it with new one. In order to avoid carburetor flooding, you need to spray on
the whole body inside as well as outside with a cleaner. For this, you may be assisted by a
tubular nozzle of the spray to clean all small and intricate parts. You need to brush clean dirt
from carburetor and then dry it with a dry cloth. You can try adding some new fuel to see if that
fixes the issue. In such a case, you need to adjust the float bowl and replace the float pin. If
there is damage to the bowl gasket, then your best remedy would be to replace it with a new
one. In the case of a contaminated tank and hoses, you may look for their current status and
clean or replace them accordingly. In case of a blocked filter, you should replace it with a new
one. You may find a dirty air filter, and I suggest that if it is really dirty, then replace it with a
new one rather than cleaning it. You may, however, make adjustments of throttle linkage and
see whether it stops flooding. If you experience a consistent float bowl problem, then replace
your carburetor. Using old EZGO carts may give you trouble. So, I tried to adjust the float, and
there was slight improvement yet not enough. The next thing I did was to drop the front engine
cradle a few inches. This improved it somewhat, yet when I also tried putting a T into the fuel
line before the carburetor, it performed flawlessly with no more flooding. For any EZGO 83 to 96
models, this is usually seen and mainly arises due to wear and tear of parts like float letting in
lots of fuel or worn out needle or sealing is not proper in that area. This happens with most old
engines. Now, in such situations, check out your compression, and you will probably find a
damaged crank seal. Then you ought to spray or pour some starting fluid on the crank seal so
that it fires when you start. But this may be temporary, and so it is better if you scrape off
carbon between needle and seal and have a new gasket to give it sustainable performance. If
you still care for EZGO then you may take some time to see whether the pump is working all
right and so also whether there is flooding on the carburetor. In most cases, you would find
EZGO back to performance with a new needle and seat for the carb. Sometimes, an issue may
arise in one or two locations, and therefore, you need to locate them. If you sprayed some
starting fluid and the problem persists, you may need to replace your carb. But before that, you
may test it with putting a T in the fuel line that is just before the carb. After ensuring that the line

runs off to the back of your tank, you may start again. Just as in the case of other models,
EZGO flooding has the same problem resulting in flooding. You need to clean the carb and look
for replacing the safety valve, the pin, and even buying a new gasket to get over the problem.
However, there are not many of these issues with EZGO golf cart, but be sure to check the filter
on the carb. The main reason for this is that most engine age faster than I and you would
realize. You may, therefore, try replacing it with a slightly newer model, if not new. This would
give you some respite till such time your EZGO also starts to behave with several issues.
Changing a lot of parts or doing major work on an old EZGO may be expensive in the long run.
Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree
driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds. These
drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my
golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. EZGO
golf cart owners often assume that the batteries on their carts are fine and look for other
reasons when faced with issues. Experts advise that checking the batteries is critical. The
important thing to note is that if your cart has a battery pack rated at 36 V, it must indicate Make
sure that this is happening. Equally critical is to check that the individual batteries of 6V show at
least 6. If you are satisfied that your cart batteries show these voltages, then you can move on
to the other possible reasons for the cart not moving. Some cart owners may fix a hidden switch
that is left in the OFF position to prevent thefts. Check if your cart has one. Check all the
connections to confirm that there are no loose wires or if some cable is hot and not functioning
as it should be. Sometimes these actions are enough to solve the issue. Any of these could be
faulty and can cause trouble. The service manual comes in handy if you are to check these
parts. Carts are simple machines. If its powerpack can transmit power to the controller and the
controller in turn powers the motor, then the cart should move. If it is not moving, the issue
remains within these areas. The four studs have to be aligned properly. Some of the common
reasons are as follows:. Sometimes the problem occurs intermittently. That is when it becomes
more difficult to diagnose and solve. In most such cases though, the wires and connections
may be loose or not properly secured. Change the switch and check. Instead of changing the
switch you can open it and check the contacts. Sometimes the board could have melted due to
heat. You can replace the board with a heavy-duty board. Sometimes the diagnosis is easy and
at times difficult. In one such case, the regular checks were suggested such as checking the
solenoid, the controller, the cable connections, the battery voltage, etc. It turned out the
controller was not functioning properly and the cart started working normally once the
controller was replaced. You can check the red wire that runs from the solenoid to the
accelerator. It may lack continuity and fixing it will make the cart run smoothly. A better solution
here is to do away with the connector and use solder joints or crimp-on butt slices. Every time
this issue is brought up, the standard advice is to check the batteries. Only if you get the
uniform reading of 6. Many people make the mistake of not charging the batteries to its full
capacity the first time before installing them in the cart. This must be done for 12 to 18 hours.
Once you adjust this, your golf cart will start moving smoothly. This
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is an in-built mechanism of the cart. It is not recommended to bypass this interlock except by
mechanics that have experience with RXV carts and their electrical components. A bad drive
motor could also be causing trouble. To find this out, you have to check the battery pack
voltage. Connect a lead to the positive post and another lead to the negative post in the battery
pack. If the reading is 47 V then you can conclude that the drive motor is bad. You cannot
handle them as you would the older models of carts. There are occasions when users have
ended up burning out the whole system without knowing what they have done. Skip to content
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